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Cerwnics of c'ongrasition Ba0 ! n ,0 , 57 it), have been
preprn 'rui With four krnt/i i iible eiertie ws (l.n =
La. Pr, ;'v'd, Son) ht' it conr.,ntional solid state ceramic
prep(ucttian rove emir the die'lertric properties nrcrcis-
rrred in tilt , i i ron.Oi l ircquenrv range. '1 '1(e (lielertries
had hi,,h values (ire ,ltd dielectric constant r, in the
idle 7 2 ,s$ and quality Jailer 0 ;, Tali es (i% up to
24 ON). The phase constitrttitrn and inn'ros(ructurts of
the ineterias were characterised using .1--ra)' dilfrac-
tivn and stunning e lectron mi,roi' (°tr11.r, respcccnrely.
The erlatrred properties jukes, that rhea' are promis-
i ng materials f or use (a micro wave dielc'(' tric resonators.
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addition of Ri,().; enhances the r;, and improves rr in the
above systems "''"''" `' In the present paper the prep-
aration, characteri,ation, and dielectric properties oh
Bal.n1-i(oO„ (Lit = La. Pr. Nd, Stn) are reported.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Sample preparation
hligh purity BaC(.)1. '1'iO,, I.,a_O;, Pr2O,. Nd0 O, and
Sm2O1 were mixed in the molecular proportions
BaO: Lnz(, 'I i0.I i : 5 with distilled water for - 30
min in an agate mortar. The powders were calcined in
alumina crucibles at 11 20 1200'C for 4 It with intermediate
grinding, then mixed with PVA binder, and ground for 1 h.
They were pressed into 10 turn diameter compacts at
350 MPa and subsequently sintered in air at 1300 1350C
for 4 it. The density of the sintered compacts ,was determined
from the dimensions X-ray ditfraction-4X RD)'studies were
carried out on powdered samples using Or K. radiation
and the microstructures examined lit: SEM.

INTRODUCTION
With the increasing demand for miniaturisation of micro-
wave contntutticalion systems such as cellular telephones,
ceramic dielectrics with high permittivity and low loss have
become indispensable for microwave integrated circuits
IMICs). These ceramics. called 'dielectric resonators ' ( DRs)
idler small size, light weight. ternperat n 'e stability, and
integrability be virtue of the unique combination of prop-
erties they p o ssess /'2 Ceramics used for DR applications
recd relative pernzitlivity of diele ctric constant z, Ill tile
range '_ 100, tan'i 5 .* 10 ". where tan a is dielectric
loss, and v, ( (:ocflicicnt of thermal variation of resonant
frequency-) vvithin r 20 ppm K t. The resonant frequettcv
of a OR (usually k,q,, for practical applications is selec-
ted by raking the :cr of the material and the dimensions
into consideration . In pursuit of appropriate materials, a
few ceramics such as Ba (Refs 3-5) ( Zr,Sn)CiO4

(Refs.1 S ), 13aiZn,Ta0, ( Refs 9 11), Ba t NI u. -F,00.,
(Ref I"). RafRe,Nh )O, (Refs. 13. 14). 13a<Nb,,0u (Ref. 15)
have been incestii,,tI.( 1 :111 the aO) t cer:nnic, have t:, 45
and h.ncr then use m ntin \t II/ hand is hr, rued ha the

large size t)cvclopm(rnt of micr'+tc,ave dielectric resonators
still -tali hish r, is required tar frequencies 2 (iiIt where
the wavelength is large , and can be reduced through high

rl, dielectrics. ,1 dielectric constrain in the range 7090 is
commonly needed in the 800 zMIIc mobile telephone
system and in 1., or S band frequencies for miniaturisation
of circuits. More recently l$aNd ," hi5Oz, and BaStn , fi5Ota
have been reported" e' as high st dielectric ceramics for
the above applications . 'I he r:, of Ba Nd.'lis(.),4 based mater-

ials varies in the range 77 05 and from t 9 ( 1 to -+- 123

whereas in HaSnm,'l'oO , based ceramics r., varies in the

range 66 : ^ and r ; f
'
rvtn -- it ) to + 12, Hie quality factor

varies front 1000 to 20000. these variations in the ehelectric
properties are a iitrihuteit( ' ' to the presence of secondary
phases such as Bae'I i „O,„. 13a I iO- Nd2Ti.O,.

Snt,TiA) :, etc Partial substitution of Ba by Sr or Ph or

iMicrowave dielectric property measurements
The dielectric constant was measured using an IIP 8510 13
network analyser and accessories by the post resonator
method as proposed by I Iakki and Coleman' and modified
by Courtney.2h First_ the cylindrical sample is resonated in
the end shorted condition. The E-field probes couple the
microwave to the sample and the TE(,rv resonance corres-
ponding to a frequency f„ in the transmission mode is
taken. Using a Hewlett Packard 9000/300 series computer.
which controls the network analyser, the n, is calculated
using the relation

where fie is a function of the resonant frequency and sample
dimensions given by

1) ^..hz0 2
(, l

Here, ;;,; is the free space wavelength corresponding to Jo,
and 1) and 1. are the specimen diameter and height respect-
ively z, is taken from a mode chart given in Ref. 27. The
selection of resonant frequency and the calculation of r;, are
done entirely by the computer.

'The conduction loss in the above method is quite high
and comp arable to the loss of the dielect ric .maerial itse '
Hence this method cannot be used for the Q„ measurement.
In this work the 'stripline method' proposed by Khanna
and (3arault2" for estimating the Q,, value was used. In this
method the dielectric ceramic coupled to a slripline of 50 i2
acts as a band rejection filter. The least transmission
coefficient S,, corresponding to 10 is taken. From this, the
width of the resonant curve Al corresponding to the
transmission coefficient 5.,,, given by

' 2i I 5 (3)

is taken. 1 lie unloaded quality factor, Q. , is calculated front
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the relation
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Ilcrc, also. he frequency selection and the calculation are
completely done by the computer . I his method is straight-
forward and is reproducible . Moreover . the Q value

obtained is almost equal to Q. since proper shielding is
fxo videti Iusing a brass cavity of size 5 x 5 x 1 em) to
prevent radiation lotis . Nlost of the applications of
DR involve coupling using striplines . In fact. the pre-
sent method is Superior to all other existing methods
since the measurement is made in an actual working
environment.

The temperature variation of the resonant frequency rt
was obtained by placing the ceramic at the centre of the
bottom of an aluminium cavity , 4 cm dia . s. 7 cm high, and

by keeping the top open . Here tile cavity dimensions Lire

four times those of the dielectric ceramic . Using an F-field
probe, the resonant frequency J;) and the shift during heating
were determined in the range 25 80 C. A graph drawn
between resonant frequency and temperature , whose slope

gives .1J;s7 and the i.,. was obtained using the following

cosiati; n

1 A /It (
Al

RKSt-[ IS AND DISCUSSION
the powdcl XRI.) patterns obtained for the four
ceramic:>. I3ai a, I'is(*),4. Ba Vd,lis0,,, and
BaSmi1i5O,4 are sboss0 in 1:1g. 1 The patterns are similar
f?r Al the samples and show that the 1 : 1 :5 is the major

a Ba}'rz"1'i4(),,, x 3000; b I3aNd2Ti,014.
e BaSm2TiLO14, x 4tXX)

2 SEM of BaLn_7i4O4 4 ceramics

x 3(174);

phase . The patterns contain additional diffraction peaks
(<)rrespv^ndutig to that of RaJi„O,„ and TiO,.'t`lae micro-
wave dielectric properties such as r:, .. Q; x f, and r, are
shown in 't'able 1. A study of liable 1 indicates that. in
general . r:, and rr decrease with the substitution of a smaller
ion at the Ln" site . The value of Q x f increases with the
decrease in ionic radius of the lanthanide . Similar variations
in dielectric properties were observed by Fukuda et al.V"
However , Nishigaki et al ." and Sun et 411.21 observed an
increase in the r:, and rrf and a decrease in Q when the smaller
Sr ion was substituted for Ba in BaSm,ri5O ,,. The Sr
substitution for Ba was reported to suppress the formation
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Table I V'licrmraie dielectric properties of l3al.,n^I'irOla
cera m ics

O x 1; Bulk density,
hltiterlrri (die.. ppin K gcm

llat..a-11,O8)1 )2 2201) 711 4u5
4.5 6700 ;.. ;7 12

)1 Nd,Ii;I),.; 8 176110 40 514
Basnl,ll,O,,, I 74(5)O 14 53(i

Of anti e,1Iiance the formation Of TiO, phase.
fhey reported that tine increase in and rf are due to the
presence iii hit)..

I'he ,ii cro. unctIire of these cci,hies. 1hernnally etched
at I))))) C for I h, show a typical "rain size of '_ 3 pm
(Fir,, ')I, with 13,11 1) ,`I'i,)l4 being, the nii or phase. The
presci(c. I)j scc^)std,^u 5 phases such as Ba,'l t5O,,1, Tit,, etc.
is very common' '„ in these types of eon)pountis. The bulk
deusilies of the ,us i es are civeu in I able I but the presence
t)f the Secondary phases precludes the comparison of experi-
Inerit,ll density' with theoretical density. The presence Of
secondary phase, alters the 1r, zr, and Q„ values arid, in
certain case,,, improves the dielectric properties. For
esiantple, the presence of a small .amount of TtO, (r;r _ IM,
Q ip 000 rr .. 4 7)) ppna K If incre<I rs the rr and
Q value: and bt,n?s the =, towards positive in negative
matctials.

CON('Ll14IONS
13aLn, l i,01, I l n La. Pr, rid, Sin) ceramics have been
prcp<uc(l by the conventional solid state ceramic route. The
}hisu)i fis(7i,1 cu npr?sitioat with r:, t,)f 7215. Q / o1 24 (100,
and -, of -14 ppm K F is ,I useful material Im application
in cellular telephones.
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